2012 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE
REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY

“KSMQ produces exceptional work
and finds interesting stories.”
- Christopher Atwood
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KSMQ Public Television actively works to create a citizenry that is informed about
the region, its cultural assets and inter-connections. We tell the stories of our
region in order to honor the past, engage with the present, and inspire the future.
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!
!
VALUE
!
!
!
!
KSMQ-TV
! is a valuable
part of the greater Mower
!
County region. When our
! visit KSMQ to
volunteers
stuff envelopes
!
or answer
phones,! they say they “feel
like they are among family.”
!

Our region is culturally
diverse, and viewers tell us
they value the variety of
content that flows from our
program streams. And
KSMQ’s new local public
affairs program On Q is
becoming well known
throughout the region as a
virtual gathering place where
our viewers meet up with
newsmakers who also
happen to be their neighbors
and friends.

!

2012 KEY
SERVICES
!
KSMQ-TV gave local
artists and historians a
statewide audience in
2012 by making
arrangements to broadcast
its Emmy Award-winning
weekly program Off 90 on
The Minnesota Channel.
The Minnesota Channel is a
cooperative effort of the six
Minnesota PBS television
stations that operate an
identical broadcast stream in
its respective viewing areas.
The result is statewide reach
for the subjects of our arts,
history and cultural heritage
program. This resulted in
increased awareness and
sales for the artists, and
more viewers who learn
about our region and may
even contemplate a visit.

LOCAL
IMPACT

Today, KSMQ serves
655,000 people from
Mankato to Rochester,
Faribault to Mason City,
Iowa, and every community
in between. We partner on
programming with Riverland
Community College and
Rochester Community and
Technical College. For
many years we have worked
on a project-by-project basis
on artistic initiatives with the
Paramount Theatre in
Austin, the Mayo Civic
Center in Rochester, and
several other regional
entertainment venues. Our
Internet sites are accessed
by folks from all over the
world and our content is
shared with their friends and
corporate colleagues.
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KSMQ is the only media entity in the area that has the capability of cutting across traditional
jurisdictional lines and mindset patterns to open a dialogue between and among the people living
in Albert Lea, Austin, Faribault, greater Mankato, Mason City, Rochester, Owatonna, Winona and
surrounding areas.
Working closely with our region’s educational institutions, businesses, government and
community agencies, KSMQ provides a forum for discussing and resolving issues in Southern
Minnesota and Northern Iowa. Additionally, KSMQ leverages the power of its medium to bring
experts from all over our region right to the living room, making the sharing of valuable
information universally available to everyone.
KSMQ earned 4 Upper Midwest Emmy Awards in 2012, six Telly Awards, and special recognition
from the Minnesota Ag Educators Association. The Emmy and Telly awards were for Minnesota
Arts and Cultural Heritage (Legacy) programming. The agricultural award noted long-term
excellence for Farm Connections. We created niche programs in cooperation with key partners
including the hour long Non Profit-No Problem with the Austin Area Foundation. We added a
new 30-minute local general interest weekly, On Q, which gave our audience an opportunity to
learn much more about the lives of area newsmakers. The CEO serves as host, intentionally, in
order to drive relationships with community decision makers. We intend to continue production of
this program in 2013. We produced an informational video for the Austin Housing and
Redevelopment Authority, as well as for the Mower County Humane Society, and Riverland
Community College. We produced and aired a live one-hour congressional candidate debate on
location near Rochester. Our PBS affiliate to the west, Pioneer Public Television, simulcast the
event.
KSMQ's Off 90 is arguably our most recognized program. Off 90 documents the art, history and
cultural heritage of our region in an accessible 30-minute television format. Via the KSMQ
Facebook page, viewers can interact with subjects of a particular episode, or seek more
information. From stained glass mosaics in Lanesboro to a front row seat at the inaugural Austin
ArtWorks Festival — Off 90 season four offers a glimpse into everything that's exciting about our
part of the state! The producers of this award-winning program have added extra value for KSMQ
viewers by creating longer-form programs from some of their topics, primarily music
performances from regional artists.
Viewers of Farm Connections learn about the importance that agriculture has in our region. This
KSMQ-produced program explores all aspects of the world of agriculture in our region with host
Dan Hoffman. Farm Connections offers insight into current issues, future trends, and our
agricultural heritage. It's informative, enlightening and sometimes, just plain fun. Dan Hoffman
has hosted Farm Connections since its first season five years ago. He is currently the Executive
Director of Minnesota Agriculture & Rural Leadership, or MARL.
!
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Dan has a passion for farming and in his position with MARL; he helps develop the skills of
Minnesota agricultural and rural leaders so they may maximize their impact and effectiveness in
local, state, national, and international arenas. Farm Connections is shared with a neighboring
PBS television station, Pioneer Public Television in Appleton, Minn.
We initiated strategic relationships with several organizations in 2012, to include: Austin High
School; Austin Area Foundation; Rochester Chamber of Commerce; Austin Vision 20/20; Albert
Lea Lions; Austin Kiwanis; Austin Rotary; and Mayo Health System Albert Lea-Austin. From
several of these new relationships we produced five hours of new programming specific to these
organizations.
State broadband goals were enacted by the state legislature in 2010 and call for universal access
to broadband for all Minnesota citizens no later than 2015. Several state and federal broadband
initiatives are actively being promoted, including one initiated by the health care community in
Rochester. According to the state of Minnesota, access to land-based broadband Internet service
varies widely within the KSMQ viewing area: Waseca County (61%); Dodge County (24%);
Olmstead County (15%); Steele County (8.2%); and Mower County (7.2%) are a few examples. In
2012 KSMQ reached an agreement with PBS and in 2013 intends to begin implementation of the
“Bento” interface, which is a PBS multimedia distribution product. “Bento” was created by PBS
Interactive after several years of research and development. The first version is presently being
beta tested. “Bento” is a centrally-based multimedia distribution platform with local access points
and local measurement opportunities. The primary use for “Bento” by KSMQ initially will be as a
website creation and deployment template, but it is anticipated that video distribution will also be
factored in as implementation becomes more mature. The KSMQ production department will
manage this transition. Additionally, we successfully installed the Warning, Alert and Response
Network (WARN) system into the KSMQ broadcast facility. This work required significant foresight
and follow through from our engineering staff and outside contractors. Federally funded, KSMQ
encouraged local vendors to assist in the implementation of the project and ultimately
approximately $300,000 was spent locally on manpower and equipment.
Two of our employees participated in Chamber of Commerce leadership activities in two
communities (Austin and Albert Lea). The CEO served on a steering committee for a Mower
County wellness initiative, assisting the group with media relations and Internet activities. Other
members of the wellness steering committee included leadership representing Mayo Clinic Health
System Albert Lea- Austin, Austin Chamber of Commerce, Austin YMCA, and Hormel Foods.

!
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STORIES OF IMPACT
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School Is Cool!
KSMQ partnered with the Austin Public Schools to
educate the public about many exceptional
students in the school district. KSMQ produced
two 30-minute programs featuring the high school
robotics team and girl scholar athletes (right).

!
!
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It’s All In The Wrist
The sometimes subtle grace that a painter places
on the canvas can be difficult to capture on
camera. But in 2012 KSMQ was honored with four
Upper Midwest Emmy Awards. Our wonderful
storytellers reside right here in southern Minnesota.
Because our production crew lives here they are
able to come in contact with artists like Bonnie
Mohr of Glencoe (right). This “brush with
greatness” turned into a story seen on Off 90!
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KSMQ Helps Citizens Decide
During the 2012 election season KSMQ-TV
produced and hosted legislative debates from
across our viewing area. For the first time ever we
also produced and aired a live congressional
debate, on location. KSMQ-TV Board Member Pam
Bishop (second from right) moderated several of
the debates. Our board members are difference
makers in the communities we serve.

!
!
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Christmas at Assisi
Another first for KSMQ in 2012 was becoming part of an
annual Rochester tradition. We produced and aired the
28th annual “Christmas at Assisi” concert performed by
the Choral Arts Ensemble of Rochester. The beautiful
Assisi Heights Chapel provided the perfect backdrop for
the concert broadcast, the first time the ensemble had
ever appeared on television. We hope to make this
concert an annual KSMQ holiday tradition as well!

Reach in the Community:
Today, KSMQ serves more than 665,000 people from
Mankato to Rochester, Faribault and south to Mason
City, Iowa.

!

“I enjoy all of your
different programs. I am
thankful for your KSMQ
Fine Tuning Guide as I
don’t get any papers or

Partnerships:

TV Guides, etc. When I

KSMQ has developed partnerships with many regional
organizations including The Austin Area Foundation,
Riverland Community College, Mayo Clinic, The Diocese
of Winona, Rochester Community and Technical
College, Austin High School and the Minnesota
Agriculture and Rural Leadership Program.

receive it I underline
what I want to not forget
to watch and the page is
almost filled.” –Virginia
Anderson

Impact and Community Feedback:
“Many viewers tell me they rely on KSMQ’s local
programming because they either can’t afford or choose
not to subscribe to cable or satellite service.” --Stephanie
Passingham, Host/Producer
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Evaluating Outcomes, Measuring Impact
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“KSMQ has had such an impact on the artists in
our region. Watching the pieces they create are
very positive, emotionally moving experiences.”
– Sue Pariseau
!
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! to comment again on
“I wanted
!
how much
we have enjoyed
watching the Off 90 show. It's
always informative and
entertaining.”
- Marilyn

!
"They do a really fine job at
KSMQ!! Kudos." !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! Cathy Wurzer, MPR
!

“I have enjoyed the recent
Off 90 productions. I think the
quality of the productions get
better and better. I loved the
Stacia Lang feature. It was
extremely well done. Now that I
live in Winona, I appreciate your
coverage of the Great River
Shakespeare Festival, an entity
that is near and dear to my heart
and soul.
-Peter Flick, Winona
!

Local artist Barbara Keith, featured on KSMQ’s
Off 90, works at her studio. Keith’s artwork is
displayed in children’s hospitals around the U.S.

!
Local
photojournalist
Keelie Ritter,
featured on
KSMQ’s
Off 90 takes
pictures of the
Winona
firehouse. !

KSMQ-TV enjoys the support of approximately 1,700 citizen members as well as many
community businesses and non-profit groups. We encourage dialog regarding our local
!
programming through regular meetings of KSMQ’s eight-member Regional Advisory Council.
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